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For Always: 7-Page SCRAPBOOKING WORKSHOP 

Supplies: 
CC62312: For Always Scrapbooking Workshop Kit 
Additional Supplies Needed: 
B1418 Love Doily Stamp Set Z6539 Mist Ink Pad 
D1540 In the Background Stamp Set Z6525 Desert Rose Ink Pad 
Z2828 Toffee Ink Pad Z1836 Non-Stick Micro-tip Scissor 
Z1513 White Gel Pens Z1151 Foam Tape 
Z4575 Black LePen Z4572 Blending Brushes 
Z4189 Intense Black Ink Pad Z1151 3D Foam Tape 
Y1017 4 x 4 block Z1510 Air Touch Adhesive 
Y1010 2 x 6 ½” block Z3579 Stamp Shammy 
Y1005 1 x 6 ½” block Z1836 Non-Stick Micro-tip Scissor 

Z6529 Rosemary Ink Pad

Z2828 Toffee Ink Pad
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Background Pages: 
Layout 1:  Always in My Heart Black Doily Pattern Paper Frames (2) 
Layout 2:  Legacy of Love French Vanilla Cardstock (2) 
Layout 3:  Their Story French Vanilla Cardstock (2) 
Layout 4:  Today is a Gift Rosemary Cardstock (1) 

PHOTO options: 
Layout 1: 4 x 4 (2), 3 x 4 vertical (4) 
Layout 2: 4 x 6 horizontal (1), 3 x 3 (5) 
Layout 3: 3 x 4 horizontal (3), 3 x 4 vertical (2), 4 x 6 horizontal (1) 
Layout 4: 5 ½ x 5 ½ (If you do not have a 5 ½ x 5 ½ photo, you could use a 4 x 4 photo instead.  We have included a photo 
placeholder for this layout that is 4 x 4.) 

Cutting & Prepping Tips: 

• Before cutting, pull out the base pages for each 1 or 2- page layout and stack into their own pile.

• Begin by cutting pattern papers and cardstocks according to the cutting diagrams.

• As you begin cutting each color of Cardstock (CS) and Pattern Paper, lay it in the corresponding layout pile so when you are
done cutting you can quickly assemble according to the color photo instruction guide.

STAMPING 
This workshop has stamping using the Love Doily and In the Background Stamp sets. The stamping is addressed after the cutting so 
that you will be able to use some cut pieces in your stamping. 

Diagonal 

Zig Zag 

Floral 
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Cutting Diagrams 
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TIP: You will be able to squeeze 12 doilies per page and 
will need 2 ½ sheets of French Vanilla total for all the 
doilies. You will just be using the center star, so it is ok 
if the doilies overlap a bit. 

INNER STAR 
VIEW 
<<<<< 

TIP: 2nd generation stamping 
Stamp image first on scratch paper and then again onto your final piece. The result is lighter stamping. 
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Layout 1: Stamping 
11 x 11 French Vanilla Left: Rub Mist ink with blending brush on the upper left and lower left 
in areas that will show. Stamp a 2nd generation Love Doily in the upper left approximately 2” 
from the top and ½” from the left. Approximately ½ of it will be covered by pieces. 
11 x 11 French Vanilla Right: Rub Mist ink with blending brush on the upper right and lower 
left in the approximate areas that will show. Stamp 2nd generation Love Doily on the lower 
right. Bottom of the doily will begin ½” up from the bottom and the right side of the doily will 
be 1” in from the right side. Once the 2nd generation doily is stamped, stamp another doily in 
the lower right in Mist ink so that approximately ¾ is on the page. 
French Vanilla Tag: Stamp center of tag with Floral Background stamp in Mist ink. Add Black 
journal lines as an option. 
Mist Tag: Stamp upper left and lower right corner with partial Love Doily in Intense Black Ink. 
1 ½ x 11 French Vanilla Strips (L & R): Stamp with Floral Background Stamp in Mist ink. 
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Layout 2: Stamping: 
Stamp Floral Background Stamp in Toffee on both the left edge of 
the left French Vanilla base page and the right edge of the right 
French Vanilla base page. Use 2nd generation stamping. Stamp 2 
rows vertically. 

4 1/2  x 6 1/2 French Vanilla Photo Mat: Stamp 1st and 2nd 
generation Toffee in in the upper left and lower right corners. 
Overlap approximately ¼” of the doily to create the corner.  
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Layout 3: Stamping: On the lower left of the left French Vanilla base page, stamp 1st and second-generation Love 
Doilies that overlap each other in Desert Rose and fill the lower left corner. Stamp 2nd generation first and then 
overlap with 1st generation stamping. Repeat this on the upper right corner of the right French Vanilla base page. 
The right page has more doilies and a larger area than the left. You can also place your pieces before adhering to 
mark with a pencil the approximate area you want to cover before stamping.  
In addition, stamp the Zig Zag Background Stamp in 2nd Generation Black ink on the lower right side of the left 
French Vanilla Base and the lower right side of the right French Vanilla Base. A larger amount will show on the 
Left base than the right.  
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Layout 3 stamping 

continued:  

Stamp first French Vanilla 
tag with the Love Doily in 
2nd Generation Desert 

Rose ink on the upper left corner.  Stamp “Celebrate Love” in Intense 
Black below the doily.  Stamp the 2nd French Vanilla tag, when positioned 
vertically, on the Left side with the diagonal stripes in Desert Rose on the 
left side so that just about ½” is on the tag. Stamp “Together Forever” in 
Intense Black on the edge of the diagonal stripes. As an option, draw 
journal lines around the tag.  Stamp the Desert Rose Tag with “Together 
Forever” in Intense Black Ink, alternating to the left and to the right. 
Layout 4: Stamping 
On the 4 x 5 French Vanilla piece, rub Rosemary ink in various spots with 
a blending brush. Stamp “Celebrate Love” in 1st and second generation 
back and forth in rows with Rosemary Ink. 
On the 4 x 4 French Vanilla piece, stamp Diagonal Background stamp on 
the left edge, leaving about 1/8th” from the edge. Use 2nd generation 
Intense Black ink. Stamp Love Doily over the top in 2nd generation 
Rosemary ink, so that about 1/4th of the doily overlaps with the right 
edge of the diagonal stamping. Most of the doily will be covered. You 
just need a tiny bit to peek through when you add your pieces. 
On the bottom left and upper right of the Rosemary Cardstock base, 
stamp the Diagonal Background on a slant in 2nd generation Rosemary. 
Stamp over the edge with the floral Background Stamp in 1st generation 
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Rosemary ink. You can place the French Vanilla piece temporarily in place and draw lines, before stamping, if it is 
helpful. 
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LAYOUT 1: Always in My Heart 
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DIRECTIONS: 

1. Before adhering the French Vanilla to the pattern paper frames, add strips so that you can trim if required. 
On the Left page, strips begin 2” in from the left edge of French Vanilla. On the right page, strips begin 3” 
from the Left edge of French Vanilla.  

2. Once strips are in place and trimmed, if needed, center and adhere to pattern paper frames. 
3. To assemble star doily flowers, use foam tape in between layers as an option. You will have 2-double Mist 

star flowers and 2-double Black star flowers. 
4. On the left page, top left photo is ¼” in from the first strip and 1 ¼” down from top. Lower right photo is  

2 ¼” from the bottom of the page and right on the edge of the right of the French Vanilla. Pop up “Always 
in My Heart” sticker with foam tape. Tuck tags under photo as shown. Tuck and add stickers as shown and 
desired. Add star flower clusters as shown. Embellish with gems. 

5. On the right page, left photo is ¼” from left edge of French Vanilla and 3” from the top of page. The second 
photo, clockwise, is 1” from the top of the page and overlapping just a bit on the Black pattern paper strip. 
The 3rd photo is overlapped just a bit on the lower right of the 2nd photo. You can adjust this based on your 
photos. The fourth photo is positioned so that the “I love you” sticker acts as a transition, toggled between. 
Add star flowers, stickers, and clear gems as shown and desired. “I love you” sticker is popped up with 
foam tape as an option.  

6. The Black and Gray rounded rectangle sticker is cut in half and one half is used on each page. 
7. Photos shown have a border.  You can achieve this look by printing your photos with a border or by 

trimming your photos down slightly (1/8-1/4”) and adding them to the  photo place card holders to create 
a photo mat. 
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2: Legacy of Love 
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DIRECTIONS: 
1. Tear pattern paper and cardstock pieces as shown and directed in the cutguide portion of the guide. 
2. As an option, draw lines around the Toffee cardstock pieces, as well as the word pattern paper pieces.   
3. On the left page, center the large floral pattern paper piece at the top. Add the Toffee piece, and then the 

word piece, respectively.  Once those pieces are in place add the strips.  The dot strip is over the top of the 
Black pattern strip and the word zip strip is flush on the bottom.  These strips begin 7 ½” from the top of 
the page.  Add Black and French Vanilla photo mats as shown, leaving a little bit more space at the bottom 
than the top to allow room for the title.  Tuck banners and stickers toward the right bottom as shown. Pop 
up “Legacy of Love” sticker with foam tape and add star flowers on the left corner of photo. Add “Love” 
sticker and small circle sticker to the top left of the Toffee piece.  Add clear gems to the flower center and 
page as shown and desired. and arrange depending on your photo. 

4. On the right page, adhere the floral strip and Toffee photo strip first. It will vary because of the tearing but 
the large floral strip is approximately ¾” from the right edge of the French Vanilla base. The Toffee photo 
strip will overlap by approximately 1”. Add the strips in the same position as the left page, 7 ½” down from 
the top and arrange photos upward from there. 

5. Add French Vanilla journaling rectangle to the bottom right of the Toffee photo strip.  Either tuck under or 
snip off the 2 circle stickers and add to the right top of the journaling rectangle. As an option, add 
journaling lines to the 2 ¾ x 2 ¾” Toffee decorative square. Pop up the heart sticker with foam tape onto 
the Toffee square and add the “Those were days” sticker over the top of the heart sticker. Use foam tape 
on the right edge of the sticker to balance it. Add Black star flowers and clear gems as shown and desired. 
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Layout 3: Their Story 
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 DIRECTIONS: 

1. Depending on your stamping, you may want to arrange your pieces slightly differently than the 
instructions. Feel free to arrange them so that they are pleasing to the eye. There is plenty of room to slant 
them a little more one way than another. 

2. As an option, draw lines around the Desert Rose and writing pattern paper pieces.  Also, as an option, draw  
lines with White gel pen around the Black doily pattern paper pieces. Add Black journal pen lines on the 
right side of the French Vanilla stamped tag. 

3. On the Left page, start by arranging the large Black doily piece, 3 ¼” down from the top and 1/8th” from the 
right edge. If you need to raise or lower it, depending on your stamped doilies, feel free to adjust. Place 
Desert Rose piece on an angle and adjust based on your doilies, and what looks pleasing. The master 
Desert Rose piece begins at the top at 2 ¼” in from the left and ¾” down from the top and the bottom 
corner is 3 1/8” in from the left and just under ¾” of an inch from the  bottom. Again, adjust them how you 
like them based on your stamping.  Once the Desert Rose piece is in place, overlay the writing pattern 
paper, leaving space for the Desert Rose piece to peek out at an angle.  Add the Black photo mat and 
photos. Tuck the stamped tag in the transition area between the Black doily pattern, writing pattern paper 
and large Black photo mat. Tuck it so that just a little bit of the Desert Rose doily on the tag peeks through 
and the words “Celebrate Love” are clearly read. Trim the Desert Rose arrow sticker down if needed and 
place it overlapping your photo. How deep  you place it will depend on your photo. A photo with the 
subject more off to the right is best. Pop up “Their Story” sticker with foam tape.  Add star flowers as 
shown.  The 2nd generation star flower on the left is a single and is arranged on top of the star on the 2nd 
generation stamping on the page and then trimmed off the edge. I didn’t use the throw away piece but feel 
free to use it over the top of other doilies or in other spots. Add the other 2 star flowers as shown. Add 
clear gems to the center of the star flowers and to embellish page as shown and desired. 

4. On the right page, start with the small Black doily pattern paper strip. Adhere this piece over the 2nd 
generation Black zig zag stamping, 1/8th” from the right side and 1 ½” up from the bottom.  The strip will 
not go all the way across the page but will be covered.  Arrange the writing pattern paper piece and the 
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Desert Rose cardstock piece as shown, but know that you can adjust based on your stamping. The master 
writing pattern paper is 1 ¼” from the top of the page and just a tiny bit over ½” from the left of the page 
to allow room for the ½” strip of Black doily pattern paper piece to fit and align with the piece on the right 
side. Tuck the Desert Rose piece under the writing pattern piece at an angle depending on your stamping 
and tuck approximately 1 ¼” under. Arrange the Black Cardstock over the writing pattern paper piece and 
then add photo.  Add the French Vanilla journal piece to the top right of the Black doily strip and have as 
little or as much of that showing, depending on how much journaling you need to do. Depending on your 
jounaling, arrange the 2 tags accordingly to give you more or less space.  Add “Keepsake” sticker to the side 
of the journaling piece. Add star flowers, stickers, and clear gems as shown and desired. There aretwo 
single star flowers adhered directly to the page and 2 double flowers.   Small banners off to the right of the 
double Desert Rose star flower are created by cutting the Desert Rose sticker in half and dovetailing. Add 
gems to the center of flowers on on the tags as shown and desired. 
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Layout 4: Today is a Gift 
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DIRECTIONS: 
1. As an option add White gel pen lines around the outer edges of the Rosemary Cardstock base.  Outer lines 

are ¼” all the way around and inner lines are ½” all the way around.   
2. Also as an option, add Black lines around the large French Vanilla piece. You can draw them randomly or 

you can measure ¼” all the way around.  
3. Arrange the French Vanilla piece at an angle and try to angle the page to overlap with your stamping.  
4. Center Pattern paper and stamped pieces, with just the one word piece hanging over the bottom of the 

French Vanilla by approximately ¼”. Once pieces are centered, pop up and adhere the photo mat  pieces, 
centered over the top of the pattern paper pieces.  Add star flowers, stickers, ang gems as shown and 
desired. If you opted to pop up the center photo mat pieces, you will have to also pop up the “Today is a 
Gift” sticker and flower pieces so that they are flush. 

5. The rounded sticker on the left of the “Tradition” sticker is cut off the top of an existing sticker from the 
sticker sheet without compromising the rest of the sticker, in case you want to use it somewhere else. You 
can adjust the size of your photo and have the Rosemary mat be wider or more narrow depending on your 
photo size.   

 
 

 




